LISTELO BLINK
The pieces contained in this package are made entirely of solid metal.
Silver - brushed chrome-plated brass
Gold - brushed brass
Bronze - brushed copper
Adhesive and Mortar
Use grouting mortars according to the specification of the white paste monoporosa product.
Cutting
Use a fine finishing wheel for metal cutting.
Protection and Cleaning
Take great care when removing the mortars used for grouting. Cleaning should be carried out
while the joint mortars are still damp, with a wet cloth or sponge, and avoid using abrasive,
acid or alkaline detergents, which could damage the pieces. Once the grout has hardened,
clean the surface with a soft, dry cloth.
The final cleaning and maintenance of the product should be done with a metal cleaner available
on the market, applied lengthwise with a soft cloth to maintain its original appearance. E.g:
Silver - White Metal Polish | www.hagerty.world
Gold and Copper - Copper, Brass & Bronze Polish | www.hagerty.world
Its mechanical strength makes it suitable for floor application. However, cleaning with water
may cause rusting, so maintenance with the above product is recommended.

LISTELO BLINK

LISTELO BLINK BRUSHED GOLD
0,5X1,2X120

LP-6510

For regular maintenance, we recommend using a dry cloth.
The product may start to rust slowly and evenly, so to maintain its original appearance, we
recommend using the product described above.

LISTELO BLINK BRUSHED SILVER
0,5X1,2X120

LP-6510

This product should not be applied near sources of intense heat due to the different expansion
coefficients of the materials.

LISTELO BLINK BRUSHED BRONZE
0,5X1,2X120

LP-6510

It is not advisable to apply this type of product in wet areas such as bathrooms, SPAs, or
swimming pools.

LISTEL WITH FILLING
The pieces contained in this package are made of sheet metal with fibre-reinforced cementbased paste filling material.
Silver - stainless steel
Gold - polyurethane coated brass
Bronze - polyurethane coated brass
Adhesive and Mortar
Use grouting mortars according to the specification of the white paste monoporosa product.
Cutting
Use a fine finishing wheel for metal cutting.
Protection and Cleaning
The mortar must be applied before removing the PVC film that protects the listel.
Take great care when removing the mortars used for grouting. Cleaning should be carried out
while the joint mortars are still damp, with a wet cloth or sponge, and avoid using abrasive,
acid or alkaline detergents, which could damage the pieces. Once the grout has hardened,
clean the surface with a soft, dry cloth.
The polyurethane finish can come out with aggressive household cleaning products.
You should never use construction site cleaning acids.
For regular maintenance, we recommend using a dry cloth.
LISTELO BRUSHED GOLD
0,5X1,3X100
0,5X1,2X70
0,5X1 X60
LISTELO BRUSHED
LISTELO SHINE

LP-6420
LP-6370
LP-6340

This product should not be applied near sources of intense heat due to the different expansion
coefficients of the materials.
It is not advisable to apply this product on flooring.

LISTELO BRUSHED SILVER
0,5X1,3X100
0,5X1,2X70
0,5X1 X60

LP-6348
LP-6310
LP-6280

LISTELO SHINE SILVER
0,5X1,3X100
0,5X1,2X70
0,5X1 X60

LP-6348
LP-6310
LP-6280

LISTELO BRUSHED BRONZE
0,5X1,3X100
0,5X1,2X70
0,5X1 X60

LP-6420
LP-6370
LP-6340

